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When alternatives have different systematic utilities, but commonly dis-
tributed random terms, the behavior of an agent who samples sufficiently
often and maximizes utility, is governed by the logit model or its limi-
ting cases. The cases are related to a classification of distributions by
decay speed of the upper tail. The connections with the types of extreme
value theory and the folk theorems of spatial economics are discussed.
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1. Introduction

A stylized fact of spatial economics ís the following. The probability of
choosing a destination i E I-{1, .. , m} (a shopping center, say), is
proportional to its attractivity, Ai (the number of shops at i, say), but
decays exponentially with the distance to i, or, more precisely, the as-
sociated (travel) cost, ci. In short,

pi
-uci -uck

- Aie ~ ï Ake
kEI

where u is a nonnegative parameter trading off the two effects. {p is
estimated econometrically.) The Formula is, of course, the so called logit
model of discrete choice econometrics. The purpose of this paper is to
understand it in the context of utility maximization. Utilities are indi-
rect, with prices given. The paper is limited to demand analysis. Adjust-
ments and equilibrium are left for future work.

It is well known that if the utilities of alternatives i are

ui-u-ci, u~F

with F the double exponential or so called Gumbel distribution (Resnick,
1987), common to all i, the above choice probabilities follow (McFadden,
1973). Although any other utility distribution would generate different
formulas (Yellot, 1977), two folk theorems in spatial economics persist.
The first, trivial one states that if there is no spatial differentiation,
agents concentrate their choices in one location or disperse them uniform-
ly (Fujita and Ogawa, 1982). The second, deep one states that otherwise
distance effects choices in exponential decay fashion (Tomlin and Tomlin,
1968, and Domencich and McFadden, 1975). This paper will formulate and
prove the folk theorems in a concise and general setting (with arbitrary
distribution F). Basically, we accommodate sampling in the just described
framework. Our result pertains to discrete choice theory (McFadden, 1984,
and Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). More precisely, it is shown that the
logit model emerges when the sample size becomes large.
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It is an article of faith that if F belongs to the domain of attraction of
the Gumbel distribution (Galambos, 1987), local sampling and maximization
yield approximately Gumbel distributed ui's and hence the logit model. An
early and clear presentation is by Cochrane (19~5). Originally, we set out
to confirm this intuition. Surprisingly, our result amounts to a revision.
First, it is not confined to the just mentioned (or any other) domain of
attraction. Second, although the folk theorems will be related to certain
classes of distributions, the latter are not those of extreme value
theory. For example, the Normal distribution belongs to the domain of
attraction of the Gumbel distribution, but not to the class associated
with the second folk theorem or the logit model. Leonardi (1984, p. 120)
was aware of this, but his analysis is in a very restricted context and
flawed.

Two other approaches should be mentioned. Wilson (1970) determines (shop-
ping) trip patterns by entropy maximization, without appeal to economic
behavior. Smith ( 19~8) disaggregates departures and arrivals data by the
so called cost-efficiency principle (the assumption that trip patterns
with low aggregated costs are more probable), without explaining the to-
tals. It is interesting to note that they generate the exponential decay
effect. These partial results stimulated us to pursue our inquiry.

Section 2 lays down the model in more detail. Since an agent will sample
and maximize at each location, the upper tail of the utility distribution
will prove essential. All we require, is that it is regular in a certain
sense, defined and analyzed in section 3. The analysis yields a natural
classification of distributions. In section 4, the classification is shown
to determine the choice probabilities. In the conclusion, the result is
related to the folk theorems of spatial economics and the logit model of
discrete choice econometrics.
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2. The model

Outcomes are 0, 1, .. , m. Subset I-{1, ... ,m} is the set of alterna-
tives, such as locations. 0 is reserved for the case of no choice by ab-
sence of information. If xi observations are made in i E I, net utility oF
alternative i is, assuming rational choice,

ui - max uij - ci
lsjsxi

where uij are random utility values at i and ci is a systematic effect
associated with i, such as search or travel cost. By convention, ui --m
if xi - 0. We assume that the random terms are sampled independently from
cumulative distribution (p.d.f.) F, which is common to alternatives i E I.

Assumption 1. {uij~i E I and j E fl} is a family of independent and identi-
cally distributed random variables with p.d.f. F.

Assumption 2. P.d.f. F is continuous and has regular upper tail in the
sense of definition 2 oF section 3.

The assumption of continuity can be dispensed. It spares the trouble of
making choice probabilities multi-valued when alternatives have equal net
utility with positive probability, and letting these complications wash
out in the asymptotic analysis, and it spares a separate treatment of
distributions with bounded support. The assumption of regularity is a
technical requirement. It excludes pathological distributions.

For any sample size, x- (xl, .. , xm), the probabilities of choosing
alternatives i and of no choice, are defined by

Pi(x) -~{ui ) uk, all k~ i}

P~(x) - 0
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if x~ 0, and by the exceptional case,

Pi(0) - 0

P~(0) - 1

Under assumptions 1 and 2, ~{ui - uk, some k~ i} - 0, and therefore,m
F P(x) - 1. In fact,

i-0 i

Lemma 1. Under assumptions 1 and 2, for i E I,

xi-1 xkPi(x) - xi f F(u) R F(u t ck - ci) dF(u)
u k~i

Proof. See appendix.

We are interested in large samples, xn, n E I1. The shares of alternatives
will tend to Ai. We model this in a general way that encompasses deter-
ministic, as well as random search. Thus, two bodies of literature are
covered, namely discrete choice, with applications in location theory
(where Ai are attractivities), and most probable state theory, with appli-
cations in spatial interaction modeling ( where Ai are Poisson intensi-
ties). References are Domencich and McFadden (1975) and Smith (1986).

Assumption 3. {xi~i E I and n E li} is a family of independent random vari-
ables with finite variances, independent of {uij~i E I and j E ti} and such
that for every i,

lim ~(xi) - m
n-~

~ar(xn)
lim 1 - 0
n~ [~(xi)]2
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~(xn)
lim m 1 - Ai E[0,1].
n-~ n

k-1

In this paper, randomization is achieved by superscription (n). Net util-
ity of alternative i is now

nui - max n uij - ci
lsjsxi

and the probabilities of choosing alternatives i and of no choice, are now
defined by

Pi -~{ui ) uk, all k~ i}

P~ - .~{xn - 0}

m
Under assumptions 1 and 2, E Pi - 1. In fact,

i-0

Lemma 2. Under assumptions 1, 2, and 3, for i E I,

Pi - ~Pi(xn))

where Pi(xn) is given by lemma 1.

Proof. See appendix.

The purpose of the paper is the determination of the limiting choice prob-
abilities,

Definition 1. pi - lim Pi, i- 0, 1, .
n-~

, m.

For i E I, by lemmas 2 and 1, the limiting choice probabilities are limits
of expectations of functions of xi. We shall give approximate bounds for
these functions. The residuals will be subjected to
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Lemma Under assumption 3, xn ~ m in probability and, therefore, ifi
lim f(xi) - 0 for a bounded function f, then lim ~[f(xi)] - 0.xi~ n~

Proof. See appendix.

3. Tails of distributions

Since the sample sizes go to infinity in probability, only the upper tail
of the utility distribution matters. We shall classify distributions by
decay speed of the upper tail: slow, exponential, or fast. The relevant
classification differs from extreme value theory. On one hand, it is more
complete, since all regular distributions will be covered. On the other,
it sorts out differently. For example, the Normal and the Gumbel distribu-
tions will not fall in the same class. This is surprising in the light of
Cochrane (1975), who thinks that all members of the class of the Gumbel
distribution in the sense of extreme value theory, would yield the same
limiting choice probabilities, namely the logit model.

Definition 2. P.d.f. F has regular upper tail, if

P(c) - lim 1- F(u . c)
u~ 1 - F(u)

is well defined for c Z 0, or the support is bounded above (F(u) - 1 for
some finitie u).

p must essentially be an exponential decay function, ~o(c) - exp(-uc),
provided we agree to include the limiting cases of no decay (y~ - 0), de-
fined by y~(c) - 1, and of sudden decay (N - m), defined by q~(0) - 1 and
~(c) - 0(c ~ 0). With this convention,

Lemma 4. If p(c) is well defined for c 2 0, p(c) - exp(-uc) with u zero,
positive, or infinite. If u is zero or positive, p(c) is also well defined
for c C 0 and the equality holds.

Proof. See appendix.



~ must essentially be the limit of the hazard rate of F. The hazard rate
at u is the probability density of being (only) u, conditional on
reached u:

having

Definition . The hazard rate at u of p.d.f. F with support unbounded
above and probability density f, is defined by

P(u) - f u
1 - F(u)

Lemma . For a p.d.f. F of definition 3,

1 - F(u . c) ufc
1- F(u) - exp[- f p(v)dv],

u

and if p has limit l~, be it zero, positive, or infinite, then it fulfills

p(c) - exp(-KC)

where the left hand side is given by definition 2.

Proof. See appendix.

We use N, be it the limit of the hazard rate or, if the latter does not
exist, the element on the right hand side of lemma 4 with the left hand
side given by definition 2, to classify p.d.f.'s with regular upper tails.

Definition 4. A p.d.f. with regular upper tail features slow, exponential,
or fast decay, if u of lemma 4, is zero, positive, or infinite, respect-
ively; if its support is bounded above, the p.d.f. is also said to feature
fast decay.

To classify, lemma 5 is practical. A stronger sufficient condition is the
following. IF log(1 - F) is convex (concave) near infinity, then F fea-
tures slow or exponential (fast or exponential) decay. A weaker condition
is the following. F with support unbounded above, features exponential
(slow) decay, if and only if 1- Folog is regularly (slowly) varying at
infinity. A definition and representation of regular (slow) variation are
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given in, for example, Feller (1971. P. 282), but verification does not
seem to simplify a direct check of definitions 2 and 4.

Examples. 1. For p and ~ positive, the Weibull (Galambos, 1987) distribu-
tion is defined by F~(u) - 1- exp(-~~u~) on u 2 0 and zero elsewhere. For
any ~e, it has finite moments of all orders. F~ has slow, exponential, or
fast decay, if g is less than, equsl to, or greater than one, respective-
ly.

2. The Log-normal, the Cauchy, and the Pareto distributions have slow
decay. The exponential, the Gumbel, and the Gamma distributions have expo-
nential decay. The Normal distribution has fast decay.
3. The distribution defined by F(u) - 1- exp(-2u - sin u) on u 2 0 and
zero elsewhere, has decreasing density. Yet, it has no regular upper tail.

4. Limiting choice probabilities

Limiting choice probabilities are determined by type of decay of the upper
tail of the utility distribution. When decay is fast, choice is based on
the systematic parts of the utilities of the alternatives, yielding the
choice Imin -{i E I~ci - min ck}. When decay is exponential, there is akEI
trade-off with uncertainty, according to the logit model. When decay is
slow, uncertainty governs choice, according to the relative sample sizes.

Theorem. Under assumptions 1-3, referring to definition 1,
the decay of the upper tail of utility distribution F is
i) slow, then p. - A.i i -uci -uckii) exponential, then p. - A.e ~ E Ake1 1 kEI

p0 - 0, and, if

iii) fast, and ï Ak ) 0, then pi - Ai~ i Ak for i E Imin and zero
kEImin kElmin

otherwise.

Proof. The strategy of proof is to minorate liminf Pi by Pi 2 0, adding up
n n~ mto unity. Since Pi add up for all n, they must tend to Pi. (Gtherwise some

msubsequence Pi would go to P~ ) Pi. But then, 1- lim ï P~ 2
G G k~ i-0
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m nk m
i liminf Pi 2 ï Pi ; Pi ) E Pi ' 1.) We shall show that Pi add upi-0 k-~ i~iU 0 i-0

over certain subsets, namely Imin in case of fast decay, and I otherwise.
Since this will force the other limiting probabilities to zero, we may
limit attention to i E Imin for fast decay, and to i E I otherwise. We
will minorate Pi(x) of lemma 1 in terms of yo(ck - ci) of lemma 4. In case
of bounded support, we put ~(0) - 1 and p(c) - 0, c) 0. If decay is fast,
we limit attention to i E Imin' so that ck - ci is nonnegative and ~
applies. Otherwise, i E I and ck - ci may be negative, which is O.K. by
lemma 4. With this limitation on i in mind, we may proceed.

Fact 1. Under assumptions 1 and 2, for any E E(0,1), there is a BE with
F(BE) C 1 and, referring to lemma 1,

CElxlPi(x) 2 m {1 - exp{-CE[1 - F(BE)]xi}}
kF1~LF(ck - ci) t E]

where CE - -E-llog(1 - E).

Proof. See appendix.

Fact 2. Under assumption 3, putting pk - p(ck - ci) . E,

k-1
i xny xi~i } i ~(xk)4~k
- k k k~i

2 ~i

Proof. See appendix.

Fact . Under assumption 3,

nxi m
n~ ~ xn ~ n - A1, ~ Ak~k1Pi E ~(xk)~k k-1

k~i
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Proof. See appendix.

Now we prove the theorem. By lemma 2 and fact 1,

Pi - ~[Pi(xn)] 2 CE1~

nxi

n
Since mxi - 0 or S 1 C 1, and using fact 2,

n ~i

k~l~~k

Pi 2 C~ l~l n

xi~i

n
mxi {1 - exp{-CE[1 - F(BE)]xi}}

n
k~l~~k

} E ~(~)~kl - Cslexp{-Cs[1 - F(BE)]xi}
k~i

Since xn -~ m in probability (lemma 3), by fact 3, positivity of 1- F(B~)
(fact 1), lemma 3, ~ok - g~(ck - ci) . E (fact 2), and, lastly, letting
e], 0(so that CE ~ 1),

m
liminf Pi 2 Ai~kElAkP(ck - ci) - Pin~

By definition 4 and lemma 4, if decay is
m

i) slow, Pi - Ai~ ï Ak and add up over I,
k-1m mii) exponential, Pi - Aiexp(-uci)~ E Akexp(-NCk) and add up over I,

k-1
iii) fast, Pi - Ai~ E Ak and add up over Imin l f E `4k ~ 0'

kEImin kElminBy the introduction of the proof, these are the limiting choice probabil-
ities for the indicated sets, and the remaining must be zero. Q.E.D.

Remark. If F features fast decay and ï Ak - 0, examples show that
kEI .min

ï pi may be one or zero. If the fast decay is by virtue of boundediEI .min

m
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~(Xi)
support, an ad hoc proof shows that pi - lim n for i E Imin rndn~ ï ~(xk)

kEImin
zero otherwise.

5. Conclusions

When alternatives have different systematic utilities, but commonly dis-
tributed random terms, the behavior of an agent who samples sufficiently
often and maximizes utility, is one of three types. Either the agent con-
centrates choice in the alternatives which maximize the systematic part oF
utility, or (s)he chooses according to the logit model, or (s)he random-
izes decision making completely. The type is determined by the degree oF
uncertainty as measured by the speed of decay of the upper tail of the
random term. No or little uncertainty yields systematic utility maximiza-
tion; complete or much uncertainty yields behavior randomized by the rela-
tive sample sizes. Moderate uncertainty yields the logit model. These
cases articulate the first and second folk theorems of spatial economics.
Since concentration and complete dispersal can be considered limiting
cases of the logit model, the latter has been given an asymptotic founda-
tion.
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Appendix

Proof of lemma 1. By assumptions 1 and 2,

Pi(x) -~{ui ~ uk, all k~ i} - j R,~{uk C u}a:~{ui C u}
u k~i

Here, by assumption 1,

xi
`.P{ui C u} -.`P{ui~ ~ u t ci, 1 s~ s xi} - R~{ui ( u. ci}j-1 ~

xi
- F(u t c.)i

Substitution and change of variables, v- u; ci, complete the proof for
x~ 0. Otherwise PQ(x) - 1, hence Pi(x) - 0, and the right hand side is
zero by probability theoretic convention O.m - 0. Q.E.D.

Proof of lemma 2. Continuing the proof of lemma 1,

Pi - f IT .`~{uk ( u}d~{ui ~ u}
u k~i

with, using independence assumptions (3),

m n
`P{ui ( u} - F .`p{xi - p}[F(u . ci)]p - ~[F(u t ci)xl]

p-0

Because ~(xi) C m,

xn-1
d.`P{ui C u} - f,[xiF(u . ci) 1]dF(u t ci)

Substitution, independence of xk (k ~ i) and xi (assumption 3), Fubini's
theorem, and change of variables complete the proof. Q.E.D.

Proof of lemma 3. Essentially, we have to show that xi -~ m in distribu-
tion. Fix N~ 0. Eventually, by assumption 3, ~(xi) ) N, hence
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.`P{xi ( N} - ,`P{xi - ~i(xi) ~ N - ~(xi)}

5 .̀P{~xi - ~i(xi)I ~ ~(xi) - N}

s tiar(xi)~~~(xi) - N]2

by Chebyshev's inequality. As n goes to infinity, the right hand side
vanishes by assumption 3. In other words, xi -~ m in probability. Let
e~ 0. Choose K such that ~f(x)~ C e~2 for x z K. Choose M such that
.`~{xi ( K} (}E~sup~f~ for n x M. Then, for n 2 M,

~LIf(xn)I] - ~LIf(xn)I1 ] 4 ~If(xn)I1 ]1 1 {xi~K} 1 {xi2K}

5 sup~f~}E~sup~f~ t E~2 - E

Q.E.D.

Proof of lemma 4. For c and d Z 0,

1- F(u t c t d) 1 - F(u t c) 1- F(u . c t d)
1- F(u) - 1- F(u) ' 1- F(u t c)

Taking limits,

p(c . d) - ~o(c)y~(d)

Since p is monotonic, the functional equation is known to characterize the
exponential function (Feller, 19~1). Consequently,

~(c) - A exp(-uc)

with A- p(0) - 1 and u--log ~(1). Since 0 5~(1) 5 1, u must be zero,
positive, or infinite.

If y~ is zero or positive, for c( 0,

~(c) - lim 1- F(u f c) - lim 1- F(u) 1
u~ 1- F(u) u~[1 - F(u t c)]-
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( 1
- limll i F(F(u)c)1- - ~(-c)-1 - [eXp(uc)]-1 - exp(-uc)

Q.E.D.
u-~

Proof of lemma 5. Dífferentiating,

du log(1 - F)(u) - -p(u)

Integrating back between u and u ~ c and taking exponents, we obtain the
first part of the lemma. If p has limit u, the second part is a corollary.

Q.E.D.

Proof of fact 1. Define p - max p(ck - ci), Then p 2 1. For any E E(0,1),
kEI

there is BE with ~- s F(BE) C 1 and, for u 2 BE and k E I,
p~ t E

0 5 1 - F(u t ck - ci) s vk -[~o(ck - ci) . E].[1 - F(u)]

s(9~ t E)[1 - F(BE)] s(~ t E)(1 -~) - E
P } E

This follows from definition 2 and lemma 4 for support unbounded above.
For support bounded above it holds trivially for BE close enough to
inf{u~F(u) - 1}, By concavity of log (1 - v), hence decreasingness oflog(1 - ~) both in v E(0,1),v

log(1 - vk) log(1 - E)
Zvk

and

E - -CE or log(1 - vk) 2 -CEVk

x
F(u t ck - ci) k- exp{xklog[1 -[1 - F(u t ck - ci)]]}

2 exp[xklog(1 - vk)] z exp(-CExkvk)

In particular, for u 2 BE,
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xi-1 xi
F(u) t F(u) 2 exp(-CExivi)

By lemma 1, substituting back vk and vi,

m m
Pi(x) 2 xi f eXpÍ-CE E xk[~(ck - ci) t E)[1 - F(u))}dF(u)BE k-1

m
' xi{CE i xk[~(ck - ci) t e]}-1.

k-1

m
.{1 - exp{-CE E xk[9~(ck - ci) . E][1 - F(Bs)]}}

k-1
m

Since kElxk[~(ck - ci) t e] 2 xi, the result obtains. Q.E.D.

Proof of fact 2. For notational ease, relabel alternatives such that
i- 1, and ignore superscripts n. Denote the probability distribution of
xk by rrk. By independence (assumption 3),

- xl

xl
... f m dnl(xl) . .. drtID(xm)

xm k~ixlc~k ` xm~m

Since the quotient is convex in x,n
xl xl

~ m 2 J... f m-1 dRl(xl) ... drtm-1(xm-1)E ~Pk xl xm-1 kïlxk9~k . ~i(xm)yomk-1

Jensen's inequality yields

Repeating the argument for xm-1 until x2,

xl xl x
~ m Z xf m dnl(xl) -~ m

kElxk~k 1 xl~l 4 kE2~(~)~k x1~1 } E~(xlc)~kk-2
Q.E.D.



Proof of fact 3. Suppose for some k~ i, Akpk ) 0. Then for large n, such
that ~i(xk) ) 0 by assumption 3,

where

nxi - Ai I
m

xi~i t ï~i ( xk ) 4~k i Ak~k
k~i k-1

~xi L Akpk - Ai L~i(xk)~k~
k~i kfi

m
[xi9oi 4 ï ~(xk)9~k] E lc~kk~i k-1

A. ï ~(xk)4~k~ i AkA~k~
1 k~i k~i

E ~(xk)~kk~i

A.zn~ E AkPkl1 1 k~i

m m
yi - xi~ ï~(x~) and (nonrandom) zi - i~(xk)~kI E~(xn)

j-1 k~i j-1 J

By assumption 3, the denominator tends to lim zi - ï AkPk ~ p,
The numerator is dominated by

n-~ k~i

~[~Yi -~i(Yl)~) t I~(Yi) - Ai~ . Ai~l - zi~ E Ak~k~
k~i

where the first term is

nz.i

m
~ar(Yi) - ~ar(xi)~[ E ~(x~)72 s liar(xi)I[~(xi)J2j-1
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and goes to zero by assumption 3, the second term goes to zero by assump-
tion 3, and the last term goes to zero by of lim zn - E Aky~k ~ 0. This

n~ 1 k~icompletes the proof for the supposed case. Otherwise Aky~k - 0 for all
k~ i. ~k, defined in fact 2, are positive, hence Ak - 0 for all k~ i
and, therefore, Ai - 1. Fact 3 reads

n
lim ~ xi - 1 - D
n~ xi~i t F ~(~)g~k ~i

k~i

or

~ - E ~i(xk)4~k
k~i

[xi9~i t i ~(xk)Pk~A~i
k~i

- 0

which is true by lemma 3. Q.E.D.
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